A RESOLUTION TO AMEND THE COMPILLED CODE'S BUDGET ALLOCATION RESTRICTIONS

WHEREAS, Article V § A(2)k currently reads,

"The CSG Sponsored Activities Account shall be used to hold the funds of events, activities, or projects that are predetermined at the time of budget preparation. Allocations from this account are intended for activities, events, or projects that involve the cooperating of CSG as a whole, including both the Executive and Legislative Branches. Any activity, event, or organization funded by CSG Sponsored Activities must include CSG involvement."

i. There shall be a minimum allocation of 1% of incoming revenue from student fees to this account during the enactment of the budget for the purpose of holding funds for potential activities for CSG to sponsor throughout the semester. Any expenditure for these funds must be authorized through the adoption of an appropriate resolution, which must include a reference to the proposed line-item allocations for the event, activity, or project which CSG is considering sponsoring.

ii. Due to the unique nature of this account, there is an additional specificity requirement during the preparation of the budget. If a budget under the consideration of the Assembly proposes the allocation of funds to this account for a specific activity, event, or project, line-item allocations must be clearly displayed on the budget resolution in order for it to be adopted." THEREFORE BE IT

RESOLVED, that the CSG Compiled Code Article V § A(2)k be amended to read,

"The CSG Sponsored Activities Account shall be used to hold the funds of events, activities, or projects that are predetermined at the time of budget preparation. Allocations from this account are intended for activities, events, or projects that involve the cooperating of CSG as a whole, including both the Executive and Legislative Branches. Any activity, event, or organization funded by CSG Sponsored Activities must include CSG involvement."

i. There shall be a minimum allocation of 1% of incoming revenue from student fees to this account during the enactment of the
budget for the purpose of holding funds for potential activities for CSG to sponsor throughout the semester. Any expenditure for these funds must be authorized through the adoption of an appropriate resolution, which must include a reference to the proposed line-item allocations for the event, activity, or project which CSG is considering sponsoring.

ii. Due to the unique nature of this account, there is an additional specificity requirement during the preparation of the budget. If a budget under the consideration of the Assembly proposes the allocation of funds to this account for a specific activity, event, or project, line-item allocations must be clearly displayed on the budget resolution in order for it to be adopted."
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